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The tensions determining the short-term risk-reward in equities, bonds, FX, metals, and crypto
remain the same on a cyclical basis. We are in a risk on environment with short term clearing
events that cause positioning to marginally readjust. The primary catalyst this week that traders
have positioned for is FOMC. This event will function as a short term inflection point given the
most recent MoM acceleration in inflation.

Tension for flows:We continue to marginally shift between Goldilocks risk on flows and the
risk of a marginal uptick in inflation.

Trades:

Stocks:

The underlying rotation and dispersion in the index remains high:



This is reflected in energy (XLE) and materials (XLB) outperforming QQQs. While this has
primarily been neutral for the S&P500 index, the higher weighting toward tech can create some
marginal weakness if inflation sensitive sectors pull capital at the expense of the QQQs.

This rotation is also occurring in Semi’s which was noted in the previous alpha report. Given the
valuation expansion after earnings catalysts with rising implied volatility, a short term top was
highly likely. This was further amplified but the rotation into energy and materials. It will be
difficult for further upside in semis to take place without a fall on implied volatility.



Downside in equities is limited here since growth remains positive, macro liquidity is expanding
and active managers are incredibly well hedged. COT positioning continues to show active
managers as hedged and market neutral (or outright short).

Sell off’s in the index are likely to be bought aggressively as hedges are monetized. Marginal
pull backs in ES this week during FOMC create an opportunity to open additional longs. If a
stand alone trade, long ES with stops below 5100 offer highest expectancy.



Bonds:

The bond market is likely to make a short term bottom into FOMC this week and rally from here.
There are several reasons that a rally is likely to take place post FOMC.

First, the Fed previously noted 3 rate cuts in their SEP projections.



The forward curve is now pricing 3 cuts. Even with the most recent MoM accelerations in CPI,
we are unlikely to have significant downside in bonds since FF are already pricing in 3 cuts.

Second, growth has marginally weakened during this most recent sell off in bonds. While growth
is showing resilience, the marginal weakening has a high probability of putting a floor in bonds
and being a focus in Powell’s speech.

- Key data points to take note of for growth:
- Data has surprised expectations across industrial and cyclical sectors:



- Unemployment has risen from 3.8% to 3.9%
- Industrial production is now negative on a YoY basis:

- Personal consumption decelerated on a YoY basis but remains positive.
Additionally, the wage data in the personal income and outlays data decelerated
significantly in the last print:



These imply a lower spread between Fed funds and inflation metrics:
(Chart is FF minus headline inflation metrics with bottom 3 panels reflecting surprises to growth)

(Chart is FF minus core inflation metrics with bottom 3 panels reflecting surprises to growth)



The collocation of these variables create the preconditions for bonds to rally after FOMC
as we move into the end of March.

ZT is likely to make a bottom this week especially given the most recent steepening in 3m2y
curve. This skews the R:R to the upside:

Since the 2s10s curve remains negative, being long a steepener has a better risk reward than
being long ZN. While ZN will likely rally if the thesis above plays out, ZT is likely the best
expression:



FX:

FX flows continue to move in lockstep with the fixed income complex but we have seen a
marginal deviation that is due to the quantity of money in the system. The deviation from rates
and the dollar illustrates this dynamic:

The ECB (white) is running off their balance sheet much faster than the Fed (blue):



And reserves at the Fed (blue) have accelerated significantly from the 2022 low while the
monetary base for the ECB (white) is still decelerating:

The collocation of these variables continue to skew the dollar to the downside. There has been
a short term rally in the DXY due to the repricing of the forward curve into FOMC. The DXY is
likely to reverse after FOMC this week at the same time a potential bottom in bonds occur.



The DXY is likely to remain below 104 and fall as we move into the end of March.



Gold (inverted in chart below) is an explicit reflection of the quantity of money differential we
have been seeing between the US and other major countries. This is likely why it has made
such a strong breakout. The marginal pull back in gold over the past week is likely to find a short
term bottom and begin to rally as a potential bottom in bonds and top in the DXY takes place.

Bitcoin falls squarely within these risk flows as a liquidity release valve. The parabolic rally in
gold and Bitcoin is likely due to the quantity of money insights noted above. Bitcoin could have
marginal downside but if we begin to have the macro thesis above play out then we are likely to
see support.



Summary:
- While FOMC will be the ultimate determining factor, the current implied expectations

embedded in markets is creating an opportunity to put on the collocation of multiple
macro trades simlataniously. These trades are: Long equites, long bonds, long gold, and
short the dollar. These trades are correlated but provide multifaceted exposure to the
same macro thesis.

Additional catalyst to note for this week are as follows:


